Why are living systems complex? Why does the biosphere contain living beings with complexity features beyond those of the simplest replicators? What kind of evolutionary pressures result in more complex life forms? These are key questions that pervade the problem of how complexity arises in evolution. One particular way of tackling this is grounded in an algorithmic description of life: living organisms can be seen as systems that extract and process information from their surroundings in order to reduce uncertainty. In this paper we take this computational approach using a simple bit string model of coevolving agents and their parasites. While agents try to predict their worlds, parasites do the same with their hosts. The result of this process is that, in order to escape their parasites, the host agents expand their computational complexity despite the cost of maintaining it. This, in turn, is followed by increasingly complex parasitic counterparts. Such arms races display several qualitative phases, from monotonous to punctuated evolution or even ecological collapse. Our minimal model illustrates the relevance of parasites in providing an active mechanism for expanding living complexity beyond simple replicators, suggesting that parasitic agents are likely to be a major evolutionary driver for biological complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the emergence of life on Earth, information processing took on an unprecedented relevance [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Swiftly, mechanisms for error correction [5] , memory (hence path dependency and contingency) [6] , and a variable skill to predict an environment's future [7] (which depends crucially on extracting meaningful information from the past) rose up to control the planet's fate. These processes were tightly linked to the arrival of agents with autonomy, a sense of self versus others, and capacity to replicate [5, 8] . This sat up the stage for evolution through natural selection [8] [9] [10] -an algorithmic process itself [10] deeply related to the mathematics of information theory [11] [12] [13] .
A relevant question about this algorithm is whether it can generate novelty and complexity in an open-ended manner [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . An extraordinary range of organisms is the apparent outcome of evolution on Earth, and yet this overwhelming diversity of the biosphere begs an explanation. How does complexity emerge? Why are more complex organisms generated if their internal organization is more costly? Why not just simple replicators? One view sustains that Darwinism has no intrinsic bias to produce more complex life forms [20] . According to this view, bacteria constitute the peak performance dominating the evolutionary landscape. Much simpler structures lose their ability to self-replicate (e.g. viruses) or become nonviable, but more complex organisms have a better chance of remaining fit. Hence prevailing deviations from the peak fitness would, in average, look like an increase in complexity even when no explicit driver exists. A naive rendering of this hypothesis suggests a single-peaked dis-tribution of abundance across the spectrum of life's complexity. Given the central role played by information, can a computational approach to evolved computation help understand how more complex life forms emerge?
Instead of incorporating realistic descriptions of the computational machinery of living systems, we take a more abstract (and generic) approach. This follows the spirit of early works of Nils Barricelli, Tom Ray, and John Holland among others (see [21] and references therein) where key aspects of living organisms are reduced to essential programs or sets of rules. As pointed out by several scholars (e.g. Langton [22] ) simple models of adaptive agents do not necessarily imply simple behaviors. Instead, complex phenomena can emerge as they evolve. Some of these models involve a description of agents in terms of strings of bits encoding given properties in their sequences (figure 1). The interplay between agents and a potential for evolving their interactions provides the fabric for complex, emergent dynamics. Within such framework, the questions remain: How can more complex agents evolve from simpler ones? What selective pressures might be involved? Always seeking an information theory answer, here we consider the role played by parasites in the evolution of complexity.
Despite their widespread relevance, parasitic agents have been traditionally regarded as a byproduct of evolutionary dynamics. Parasites would be the consequence of some loss of functional traits or as early forms of replicators taking advantage of their host organisms. The evolutionary origin of viruses suggests that parasitism is as old as life itself [23] . Mounting evidence further reveals their crucial role in the emergence of the eukaryotic nucleus [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , replication proteins [29] , telomeres
Illustration of a bit-guesser behaving in an environment. Bit-guessers use a previously calculated bit-string (Γ) to attempt to predict their environment. This bit-string approximates the most likely pattern to be found in the environment -e.g. the first bit proposed (a) is just the most common bit in the environment. For each bit that the guesser attempts to guess, a cost c is subtracted from the accrued guesser's reward ρ. For each correct guess, a gross reward r is added. b After every attempt at guessing, the guesser moves forward along the environment. If the guess is correct (bits in green), it proceeds in sampling Γ in linear order. When a guess is incorrect (b and c, bits in red), the agent resets to the beginning of Γ for the next guess attempt. d Costs keep being subtracted, rewards added, and the bit-guesser keeps sampling its internal pattern according to these rules while advancing along the external environment until as many bits have been visited (and, consequently, produced) as the size of the guesser's internal pattern Γ (in this case, n = 9). and telomerases [30] , and perhaps even a transition to DNA-based heredity [25, 31, 32] . They also seem crucial drivers of complex cell cycles and genome recombination in sexual reproduction [33, 34] . Much of this biological complexity originates in efforts by both hosts and parasites to meddle with each other's information flowe.g. by scrambling their genes thus lowering the chances that parasites propagate [33, 34] , or by building physical barriers around information-carrying molecules. In other words: parasites can become engines of complexity in biology. In this paper the representation of parasites and their hosts will be mapped into the minimal computational toy model introduced in [35] . We aim at capturing mathematically, in the most fundamental way, the computational and evolutionary forces behind host-parasite dynamics that could lead to increased organismal complexity. We stress the interplay between Darwinian selection and the computational need of organisms to predict their environments. If such dynamics can be abstractly pinpointed, then they could underly the complexity buildup in parasitic relationships irrespective, e.g., of the species involved. Note how parasitic relationships often turn into symbiosis over time [28, [36] [37] [38] (e.g. through aggressive symbiosis [37, 39] ). We investigate parasitism as a limit case. Other relationships could reinforce or shadow the phenomenology uncovered. Such higher-order interactions are left for future studies.
In section II we summarize the model from [35] and expand it to accommodate parasites. Section III shows mechanisms (spanning behavior, ecology, and evolution) that result in more complex hosts that can thus scape parasites. Each strategy results in different evolutionary configurations, including a case of unrestrained, openended Red Queen races of host and parasite complexity. This proves the main point of our paper: how parasites are extraordinary drivers of biological complexity. Our computational findings are discussed and contextualized in section IV.
II. METHODS

A. Minimal bit-guesser model
Bit-guessers G are abstract machines that posses a model Γ G E of an external environment E. This model is used by the guesser to predict its environment. Here we explain briefly each of these elements (see [35] for a more thorough description).External environments are modeled with a Turing-style tape: a finite string of zeros and ones. They are defined by their size m, thus dubbing them m-environments. A single m-environment E consists of m bits drawn randomly from a uniform distribution (e i ∈ E, i = 1, . . . , m; e i ∈ {0, 1}; p(e i = 0) = 0.5 = p(e i = 1)). We might also study the ensemble E m of all environments of a given size (e i,l ∈ E l , i = 1, . . . , m; where E l ∈ E m , l = 1, . . . , 2 m ) or a subsetÊ m of this ensemble (E l ∈Ê m , l = 1, . . . , ||Ê m ||; whereÊ m ⊂ E m ).
These m-environments constitute the computational challenge faced by bit-guessers. We evaluate n-guessers in a given m-environment (with n < m) by dropping them at random positions (blue square in figure 1a ) and asking that they predict what bits come next. When a guesser is dropped at position i 0 of the environment, it attempts to predict the n consecutive bits (with cyclic boundary condition) starting at i 0 . These constitute an n-sized word B(i 0 ) ⊂ E. To this end, the guesser is equipped with its internal generative model Γ G E (see below) which produces yet another n-sized word W G E (i 0 ) based on the guesser's memory and its interaction with the environment (i.e. its history of correct and incorrect guesses as it proceeds).
The performance of the guesser in a given environment is computed by comparing w i ∈ W G E (i 0 ) with b i ∈ B(i 0 ). The fraction of bits correctly guessed reads:
We might be interested in the average performance of a guesser in a given environment which, if m is small, can be exactly calculated:
If m is large, we can drop the guesser several times in the same environment, thus numerically approximating equation 2. We might be interested in a guesser's performance in a single m-environment, or their average across either ensemble E m orÊ m ⊂ E m . For simplicity, we use p n m to name the average number of bits guessed by an nguesser in either m-environmental setup. This notation is slightly less rigorous, but is unambiguous as used in this paper.
Bit-guessers pay a cost c for each bit that they attempt to predict, and they rip off a reward r for each correct prediction (figure 1). Evaluating a guesser in an environment reports a net reward:
with α ≡ c/r measuring how meager an environment is: the larger α, the less reward per correct guess. If, in average, p n m < α, then ∆ρ < 0 and the given n-guesser could not survive in that m-environment (see section III.A).
Our guessers were designed to have their computational complexity controlled by a single parameter -its size, n, which at the same time parsimoniously codes for a sort of metabolic or replication cost. In the following we explain how our guessers elaborate their internal models, Γ G E , and how this is used to produce the guesser's behavior W G E as it interacts with the environment. Given an environment E, the internal model of an nguesser about E consists of an n-sized bit-string Γ G E used sequentially for predicting E. The guesser also has a minimal capacity to correct itself when mistaken. To elaborate Γ G E , we assume that the guesser has had access to the whole environment, and that it has come up with the best model possible as constrained by its computational capacity -i.e. by its size n and correcting mechanism. The only information unknown to the guesser is where it will be dropped as it is evaluated later. Thus, Γ G E (1) is just the most frequent bit in the environment, which is the most likely outcome as we drop it in a random position. If the guesser has correctly guessed its first bit, as it moves onto the next position the most likely guess Γ G E (2) is the most frequent bit following every instance of Γ G E (1) in the environment. We proceed like that as long as the guesser keeps emitting correct bits, so that Γ G E (k) is the most common bit that follows every instance of the word {Γ G E (1), . . . , Γ G E (k − 1)} found in the environment. If a same number of 1s and 0s appears after
is chosen randomly and uniformly 1 . As we evaluate a guesser it proposes 1 This is a departure from the original model in [35] . There, the consecutively the bits in Γ G E as long as its predictions are correct (figure 1a-b). If there is a mistake (figure 1bc), the guesser resets back to Γ G E (1) for the next bit and proceeds onwards from there. More formally, the word
default option in case of draw was Γ G E (k) = 1. In this paper, the guess elaborated by a host guesser will become a parasite's environment. Opting for a default value could introduce undesired biases that could affect the results, however minimally.
B. Genotype and phenotype parasites
Our model makes a distinction between the ideal best guess Γ G E and the bits actually emitted as a guesser is evaluated W G E . We liken these bit strings respectively to genotypes and phenotypes (while we are aware of this toy model's limitations). Γ G E stores instructions for prediction within the agent (which in real organisms would need to be physically instantiated -e.g. in a gene), and it dictates the agent's behavior expressed by W G E . Parasites making a living off of another organism can do so by predicting the host's inner structure or its behavior. To be exhaustive, we decided to study both so-called genotype and phenotype parasites. The former take the host's Γ G E as their environment (figure 2a), while the later dwell on the actual words W G E emitted by the host ( figure 2b ). Both Γ G E and W G E are likely to present larger correlations than completely random environments of the same size. This is so precisely because bit-guessers distill correlations. Thus it is a computationally simpler task to predict Γ G E and W G E than an external environment. We now need to differentiate between i) the complexity of the external (or host's) environment (m h ) and the host's complexity (n h < m h ) and ii) the complexity of the parasite's environment, which is always the host's size (m p = n h ), and the parasite's complexity (n p < m p ). For clarity, we will omit the host and parasite subindexes (h and p), and just put a bar over all variables referring to parasites. Thus: m ≡ m h is the size of the external environment, n ≡ n h is the host complexity (which equalsm ≡ m p ), andn ≡ n p . Evaluating parasites as usual, they would obtain a net reward:
Note the corresponding parameterᾱ ≡c/r controlling the reward per correct prediction for parasites. The gross parasite reward is extracted from the host, so equation 3 is modified into:
We assume that all the reward taken away from the host is efficiently transferred to the parasite. Variations of the model allowing leaks would not affect our results substantially.
III. RESULTS
A. Performance in environments of different sizes
Our simplest question is how many bits can hosts and parasites guess under specific circumstances. Expanding results from [35] , figure 3a shows p n m for hosts. These curves delimit survival conditions: n-guessers can survive in all (m, α) combinations under their corresponding curve. Since p n m subtends a larger area for larger n, more complex guessers can survive under more varied conditions. Also, under similar (m, α) more complex guessers will extract a greater net reward. However, this advantage might not suffice to replicate the most costly computational machinery under direct Darwinian competition (see [35] and below).
For parasites, we vary both external environment and host complexity. The volumes subtended by the surfaces in figure 3b indicate combinations (m, n =m,ᾱ) under whichn-parasites can survive. This volume is again larger for more complex parasites. A fixed environment size similarly renders (n,ᾱ) conditions for a givennparasite to thrive (Supporting Figure 1a ). Respectively, we can fix n =m for (m,ᾱ) conditions (Supporting Figure 1b ). Survival regions decrease as hosts grow, hence becoming more complex is a good strategy to diminish the survival chances of parasites (Supporting Figure 2 ). Figure 3 also shows that, in this model, it is computationally easier to parasitize phenotypes than genotypes. This makes sense: Γ G E captures regularities from random environments. W G E builds upon Γ G E ; but whenever a bit is mistaken, W G E resets to the beginning of Γ G E , resulting in higher redundancy. Our model differs crucially from real organisms, where genotypes seem generative seeds for much richer behaviors. However, both phenotype and genotype parasites extract more information from their respective hosts than hosts from equally-sized environments. This is at the crux of parasitism from an information theoretical viewpoint: hosts offer a simplified environment; in turn, parasites can only access a part of the reward available.
B. Increase of behavioral complexity
A straightforward way to become more unpredictable consists in adding some randomness (hence computational complexity, as rigorously defined [40] [41] [42] [43] ) to a planned behavior. We implemented hosts with their usual Γ G E , but who flip bits in their W G E with a certain probability p F . Figure 4a shows net reward for hosts ρ (n = 10) and parasites ρ (n = 4) with different values of p F averaged over an ensemble of environments (m = 30) with r = 0.5 and α = 0.4 =ᾱ. When parasites survive, an amountpn mrn is subtracted from the host. For this set of parameters, when p F = 0 (i.e. when hosts behave precisely as described in section II.B) parasites steal away enough reward as to survive, which results in less reward accrued by the host. This is so even if hosts flip their behavioral bits with a low probability p F ∼ 0. When p F → 0.5, the host's behavior becomes so random that its parasite cannot keep up with the unpredictability and fails to survive. But with such extreme values of p F the host is renouncing most of the reward that it could obtain from the environment. A tradeoff between guessing the environment and becoming unpredictable to the parasite renders an optimal p F =p F that confers the host a maximum net reward.
If parasites take away very little reward (e.g.r = 0.4, [35] . b Parasite's performance (pn m ) as a function of both host's complexity and external environment's size. We show fits of data from numerical experiments to quadratic surfaces (pn m = c0 + cmm + cnn + cnmnm + cmmm 2 + cnnn 2 , with c0, cm, cn, cnm, cmm, and cnn as least square coefficients). Phenotype parasites are able to extract more bits in average than their genotype counterparts because W G E is more predictable than Γ G E . Supplementary Figure 3a ), they cannot survive upon this host even if it behaves normally; thusp F = 0. Figure 4b shows how this regime persists for a ranger <r * (shaded area). On the other hand, ifr is very large (e.g.r = 0.7, Supplementary Figure 3d ), parasites will survive despite every attempt of the host to appear more random. In such case flipping bits leads to the host gathering less environmental reward and yet not being able to cope with the parasite, thusp All in all, only in the lowr regime does the host keep all the reward available given its computational capability.
C. Increase of complexity through ecological interactions
Neutral ecological interactions were modeled in [35] as shown in figure 5a-c. An ecosystem consists of a number of spots. Each spot can be occupied by an n-guesser (with n = 1, . . . , 4 in [35] ; n = 1, . . . , 10 in the examples below) or empty (a 0-guesser). An ecosystem presents fixed environment size (m) and harshness (α). All guessers are initially endowed with a reward ρ(t = 0) = nρ 0 . Larger guessers start off with a larger reward. This represents a varying metabolic load that grows along with the guesser's complexity.
To simulate ecosystem evolution, at every time step a spot is randomly chosen. The corresponding guesser is evaluated on a newly generated m-environment (figure 5a). The net reward (which might be negative) is added to the guesser's accrued reward:
If ρ(t + ∆t) > 2nρ 0 , the guesser gets replicated (figure 5b) and an amount nρ 0 is subtracted from its accrued reward:
This is used as initial endowment for the daughter. A guesser replicates until its accrued value is less than the replication threshold ρ(t + ∆t + δt) < 2nρ 0 . Daughters are allocated to random spots in the ecosystem, which might be empty or not -in which case the older guesser is replaced. If, after being evaluated, ρ(t + ∆t) < 0, the selected guesser dies and a 0-guesser occupies its spot (figure 5c). Figure 5e (black, solid line) shows the average guesser complexity in this experiment for m = 30 and α ∈ [0.5, 0.65]. The initial population consists of guessers with randomly, uniformly distributed n ∈ [1, . . . , 10] over an ecosystem with 1000 spots. The ecosystem evolved for 400 generations (a generation consists of 1000 evaluations). Figure 5e shows how increasing environmental austerity (larger α) selects for more complex guessers (as discussed in [35] ). If the environment is copious (low α, large reward per correct guess) a few right predictions report large benefits. Then simpler guessers replicate faster because of their lower replication threshold (proportional to nρ 0 ). In other words, if a cheap, sloppy strategy provides enough reward, it is unfavored to invest in costly computational machinery. But for larger α simple guessers cannot accrue reward fast enough. Then a complex computational machinery pays off, thus increasing the average complexity present in the ecosystem. Very meager environments (α → 1) might not provide enough For low pF the host is easily predicted by the parasite, which manages to survive. For very large pF the host becomes unpredictable, thus killing the parasite; but in doing so the host renounces most of the resources from the external environment. An optimal valuepF emerges. b This optimal flip probabilitypF changes with the amount of rewardr subtracted by the parasite in each correct guess. Forr below a certain threshold the parasite never accrues enough reward as to survive, thuspF = 0. In this regime the host always gets as much reward from the external environment as possible (c). Forr above this threshold value, the parasite survives unless the host becomes more unpredictable (pF > 0). A final transition happens ifr is very high -then parasites survive despite the host's effort, and it becomes pointless to become more random. In both these last regimes, hosts always pay a cost either by missing bits from the external environment or by coexisting with parasites which take some of their reward away. This is reflected by the decayingρ asr increases (c).
reward for any of the guessers available (n = 1, . . . , 10 here). Then even the more complex ones fail to survive -as indicated by the sudden fall of complexity in figure  5e (grey shaded region). We modify this experiment to include parasites by adding a shadow ecosystem ( figure 5d ). Every time a host is selected for evaluation, the corresponding parasite (if any) is evaluated as well. Reward flows to parasites according to equation 5. The addition of 1-parasites, either at the genotype (red, dash-dotted line in figure 5e) or phenotype (blue, dashed line), suffices to increase the average ecologic complexity. We infected every host with a 1-parasite which always survives (no replication or death dynamics happen in the shadow ecosystem). The boost in complexity achieved by such simple parasite is noteworthy. In return, the point at which the pressure on hosts (now conjoint between the parasite and the task of predicting the environment) collapses an ecosystem happens for lower α (blue and red shaded regions). While parasites are ecological drivers of complexity, they are a double edged sword that can precipitate their host's extinction. This collapse happens for slightly lower values of α for phenotype parasites: W G E is more predictable than Γ G E , hence parasites (which always survive in these experiments) extract a larger reward from their host in the phenotype case.
D. Co-evolution of hosts and parasites prompts Red Queen dynamics with open-endedly increasing complexity
To study parasitic pressures in an eco-evolutionary setup we modify the previous experiment as follows: i) Parasites undergo replication and death dynamics and ii) replicating guessers can produce simpler or more complex daughters through mutations that increase or decrease n orn.
For parasite death and replication we similarly endow them with an initialρ(t = 0) =nρ 0 , which is updated as ρ(t + ∆t) =ρ(t) + ∆ρ as parasites are evaluated. Note thatᾱ andρ 0 usually differ from α and ρ 0 . In our experimentsρ 0 < ρ 0 , indicating that parasites are metabolically cheaper than their hosts, thus much less accrued reward is needed to replicate them.
If (2n + 1)ρ 0 ≤ ρ(t + ∆t) < (2n + 1)ρ 0 , the host replicates as explained above. If ρ(t + ∆t) ≥ (2n + 1)ρ 0 , a mutation happens with probability p µ = 0.5. This mutation goes in either direction (n → n + 1 or n → n − 1) with equal chance. The corresponding reward is subtracted from the mother and alloted to the daughter as initial endowment. When a host gets replicated, its corresponding parasite (if any) gets replicated as well and occupies the corresponding spot in the shadow ecosystem (replacing a previous parasite if necessary). The initial endowment of this parasite is subtracted from the daughter host. Parasites mutate with the same probability if ρ(t + ∆t) ≥ (2n + 1)ρ 0 . The current model assumes n < n ≡m), thus if a daughter parasite becomes too big (e.g. because it is allocated to an ecosystem spot with a small host), she is promoted to host into the main ecosystem displacing its former occupant.
This minimalist model of information-theory-bounded host-parasite co-evolution resulted in an unexpected range of different dynamics. The most relevant result is that, for certain model parameters, both genotype and phenotype parasites can ignite a Red Queen dynamics in which hosts and parasites engage in a race of growing complexity, apparently without and end point -suggesting open-ended evolution (figure 6). Figure 6d illustrates the mechanism behind this. Simpler hosts are easy to predict, while more complex ones can more easily escape their parasites. On the other hand, more complex parasites promptly thrive while simpler ones fail to accrue enough reward and replicate. This results in a pair of effective forces pushing hosts and parasites towards ever increasing complexity. We halted the simulations if n becomes larger than m, but our experiments do not show any sign of slowing down. There is no principled reason why this effect could not operate indefinitely.
The simulations explored so far show other noteworthy dynamical phenomena that emerged unexpectedly. We observed long periods of stasis ( figure 6a-c ure 6b ) that takes the populations to an alternative attractor with large host and low parasite complexity that can be stable for hundreds of generations, but which is eventually escaped. The time evolutions of phenotype parasites (figure 6c) are all more similar to each other. In Appendix A we show that a range of behaviors can be achieved by varying just one parameter. Some of these dynamics are outstanding -e.g. the punctuated equilibrium attained for very lowρ 0 . This came as a surprise, as such behavior was never hard-wired into our minimalist model.
The complexity gap between hosts and parasites grows linearly in the Red Queen dynamics regime (figure 7a). If might be necessary that the parasite complexity, in order to sustain a lasting influence, keeps some algebraic relationship to the host's. It is interesting that this gap is not constant.
Another characteristic trait is how complexity fluctuations increase as hosts and parasites become more complex. This is observed at the level of average population Finally, more complex guessers (specially parasites) might have led to less occupied ecosystems (as it happens without evolutionary dynamics -figure 5e). Figure  7c shows that the case is quite the opposite: ecosystem occupation remains at its maximum for hosts, while it seems to increase lightly over time for parasites.
IV. DISCUSSION
It has often been hypothesized that parasites might act as a pressure to evolve more complex hosts. Here we sought the simplest mathematical model that captures this qualitative hypothesis. We built upon bitguessers [35] , a minimal framework in which complexity (as grounded in the information theory literature) is parsimoniously connected to Darwinian selection through the computational task solved by organisms that attempt to predict their environment. These elements (selection and information processing), among others, set biology apart from inert matter [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . The bit-guesser model lends itself to the implementation of bit-parasites that dwell either on the internal model that a host elaborates about its environment or on the behavior that emerges as that model properly interacts with the environment. Our minimalist model shows that: i) increased behavioral complexity is a valid strategy to scape parasites (section III.B); ii) more complex organisms result easily from the introduction of simple parasites in an ecosystem (section III.C); iii) host-parasite co-evolution can ignite an explosive race of increasing complexity fueled by Red Queen dynamics in which hosts and parasites become more complex to scape each other, at the same time driving the other's complexification (section III.D). These results join other pressures towards increased complexity from [35] , significantly weakening neutral evolutionary views regarding biological complexity such as those defended by Gould [20] (figure 8). It is reasonable to think that these forces (notably parasitism) have been operating since very early in the history of life. This offers reassuring arguments that complex life is expected under an array of circumstances, increasing the likelihood that organisms such as higher metazoans or advanced cognitive systems did not arise by sheer chance or random drift (as per [20] ).
The results around Red Queen dynamics are the most important findings in this paper. A wide set of conditions lead our simple model to a quick (seemingly open-ended) surge of complexity. The more restrictive aspects of these favorable conditions (i.e. that hosts should not be suffocated into extinction and that parasites must have much lower metabolic and replication costs) are consistent with real parasitic interactions. Our results imply that, mathematically, powerful forces underlying common biological interactions will drive life towards great complexity under the adequate conditions. In our opinion, this robust mechanism turns the original question ("are there pressures towards complex life in Darwinism") on its head. We should now wonder what the consequences of this strong evolutionary dynamics can be in the real world, or under what circumstances this mechanism can be attenuated or harnessed. In this last regard, we say nothing about the explicit implementation through which this complexification can be achieved (e.g. composite phenotypes or convoluted gene regulation). Whichever strategies became available, our results strongly suggest that the pressure to exploit them can be great.
Our simulations are limited by their finite size, but the complexity increase did not show a tendency to stop or saturate. There is no reason why the principles operating at the studied scales should not work indefinitely, suggesting that host-parasite dynamics might drive openended evolution. Even at the limited range studied, the model displays an impressive array of behaviors. Noteworthy are the ecosystem complexity collapse (figure 6b), which suggests that forward complexity evolution requires hosts and parasites progressing apace; and the punctuated equilibrium (Appendix A) observed for very small parasite replication threshold (ρ 0 ). These features were not anticipated. The minimalism of our model suggests that such phenomena might underly any general host-parasite co-evolution.
Several biological examples discussed above [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and others [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] (notably those involving genomes) present elements very reminiscent of computer science and information theory [40] [41] [42] [43] . Thus, despite the abstraction of our model and results, it is not unreasonable to try comparing them to empirical data. This paper is a first step in that direction. We derived quantitative bounds to computational aspects of host-parasite interactions, similar, e.g., to thermodynamics bounds for computation that apply in physical and biological systems [62] . Such bounds are better embodied by thepn m surfaces in figure 3b. Further qualitative observations relevant for potential empirical studies are the gaps observed between host and parasite complexities. Does this gap also grow linearly in real host-parasite systems?
Throughout this paper we focused on a specific, biologically grounded view of parasitism. However, our mathematics demand only two populations of co-evolving agents with one of them making a living out of predicting the other without contributing anything back. The derived mathematical bounds should be relevant for any Gould [20] that more complex life arises through sheer random drift leads to unimodal distribution of life complexity peaked around the most successful class of organisms (bacteria, according to [20] ). If evolutionary pressures for the emergence of complex life exist, it becomes more likely that steps of organismal complexity occupy their niches and present a multi-peaked distribution of complexity across scales. Some such evolutionary drivers are numerically characterized in [35] and shown to lead to multipeaked distributions (b) analogue to those derived from exhaustive data bases [44] (c). situation fulfilling these conditions. Within biology, certain aspects of female-male interactions have been framed as host-parasitic relationships, with males of some species (notably among fish) openly described as parasitic. Our results would imply that the split in two sexes can, uncertain cases, be yet another powerful engine for fast biological complexification. Of course, our model is far from a good description of this scenario, which has non-trivial features such as shared descent between females (hosts) and males (parasites). Modifications needed to solve this (which may be similar to those needed to accommodate, e.g., parasitism turning mutualism) are a promising line of research.
The essence of our framework might capture nonstandard parasites in social or economic systems (e.g. as businesses profit from each other's intellectual efforts, or as traders anticipate each other's moves [63] ); as well as in machine learning and cognitive science. The recent, outstanding success of Generative Adversarial Networks [64, 65] relies on two systems (while of fixed complexity) establishing antagonistic dynamics similar to ours: a network gains fitness by fooling the other with artificial data, and the other becomes fitter by learning to discern fabricated examples. Our results offer a window to study the emergence of increasingly complex representations, as well as serious hypotheses about drivers of advanced cognition in the real world.
